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MAJORITY JUDGMENT AND
STRATEGY-PROOFNESS: A CHARACTERIZATION

STEFANO VANNUCCI

Abstract. Majority judgment as recently formulated and advo-
cated by Balinski and Laraki in their in�uential monograph (Ma-
jority Judgment (2010)) is a method to aggregate pro�les of judg-
ments which are expressed in a common language consisting of
a linearly ordered, and typically bounded, set of grades. It is
shown that majority judgment thus de�ned is strategy-proof but
not coalitionally strategy-proof on a very comprehensive class of
rich single peaked preference domains. The proof relies on the key
observation that a common bounded linear order of grades makes
the set of gradings a product of bounded chains, which is a special
instance of a bounded distributive lattice.
Relying on the foregoing result, this paper also provides a sim-

ple characterization of majority judgment with an odd number of
agents by anonymity, bi-idempotence and strategy-proofness on rich
single peaked domains.
Key words: Strategy-proofness, bounded distributive lattice,

single peakedness, majority rule, majority judgment
MSC 2010 Classi�cation: 05C05, 52021, 52037
JEL Classi�cation Number: D71

1. Introduction

Majority judgment is a family of collective decision mechanisms based
upon a common language of grades, and relying on the following basic
protocol (MJ): �x a (bounded) linear order � as a common language
of grades and ask the n agents/voters to submit a grading i.e. an as-
signment of �-grades to alternatives, then assign to each alternative an
aggregate grade given by the median of the grades received if n is odd,
or the lower middlemost of the grades received if n is even1.

1Hence, majority judgment methods are de�ned by their input consisting of
grading pro�les expressed in a common language of ordered grades. On the contrary,
the output-type or outcome space may vary, depending on the relevant decision
problem. Indeed, the basic protocol MJ is what Balinski and Laraki (2010) refer
to as the Method of Grading (or more speci�cally the Social Grading Function)
underlying Majority Judgment methods. But the output of MJ is a grading of the
alternatives that may be used to select one or more alternatives (e.g. one of the

1



2 STEFANO VANNUCCI

Thus, if N denotes the n-sized �nite set of agents and Y the set
of alternatives, MJ is an aggregation rule on �Y�N : a function f :
�Y�N ! �Y i.e. an n-ary aggregation operation that maps grading
pro�les into gradings, thus producing gradings of all alternatives as
outcomes.
The range of possible applications of majority judgment methods

is vast, including mass elections, elections of variable-size committees,
selections of research projects in funding decisions, score allocations in
sport competitions and wine contests.
In their remarkable monograph, Balinski and Laraki (2010) strongly

advocate majority judgement showing -inter alia- that majority judg-
ment methods tend to be remarkably resistant to certain types of ma-
nipulation. In particular, they notice that MJ is strategy-proof for
single-alternative grades on a certain single peaked domain of prefer-
ences, and mention that it is also �group strategy-proof�(i.e. coalition-
ally strategy-proof) on such preference domain. What is missing in
Balinski-Laraki�s monograph is a full-�edged analysis of the strategy-
proofness properties of MJ on single peaked domains of preferences on
outcomes i.e. gradings of all alternatives, as opposed to grades for any
single alternative i.e. outcome-components.
In order to address that issue, the present paper focusses on the

special -but most typical and �natural�- case where the ordered set of
grades is bounded. Then, it relies on the key observation that the use
of a common language consisting of a bounded linear order of grades
amounts to making the set of possible gradings a product of bounded
chains, hence a special instance of a bounded distributive lattice. Ac-
cordingly, strategy-proofness properties of MJ are studied within the
more general setting of aggregation rules on bounded distributive lat-
tices, which allows a considerable extension and uni�cation of several
scattered results already available in the extant literature. In partic-
ular, it is shown that MJ is indeed strategy-proof on any rich locally
unimodal domain of preferences on gradings (a considerably generalized
single peaked domain that encompasses virtually all the several distinct
notions of single peakedness typically used in the current literature).
That result in turn makes it possible to obtain a simple characteriza-
tion of majority judgment in terms of strategy-proofness on those rich
single peaked odd domains (i.e. when the number of agents is odd). It
is also shown that, on the contrary, MJ is coalitionally manipulable on
the same rich single peaked domains, and on the smaller ones which

alternatives with a maximum majority/median grade). See Section 4 for further
details and elaborations on this point.
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are most commonly used in related works. The rest of the paper is
organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the introduction of the
basic de�nitions and preliminaries. Section 3 includes the main results
of the paper. In Section 4 some related literature is discussed, while
Section 5 provides some concluding remarks. The proofs are collected
in the �nal Appendix.

2. Majority judgment, single peakedness, and
strategy-proofness: definitions and preliminaries

Let N = f1; :::; ng denote the �nite population of agents, and
X =(X;6) the partially ordered set of alternative outcomes (i.e. 6

is a re�exive, transitive and antisymmetric binary relation on X). We
denote as xjjy any pair x; y of 6-incomparable outcomes, and assume
jN j � 3 in order to avoid tedious quali�cations, where j�j denotes the
cardinality of a set.
We also assume that X = (X;6) is a distributive lattice namely

both the least-upper-bound (or join) _ and the greatest-lower-bound
(or meet) ^ of any x; y 2 X -as induced by 6- are well-de�ned binary
operations on X, and for all x; y; z 2 X,
x ^ (y _ z) = (x ^ y) _ (x ^ z) (or, equivalently, x _ (y ^ z) =

(x _ y) ^ (x _ z))
i.e. the two equivalent distributive identities hold.
Finally, we assume that X is bounded i.e. there exist ?;> 2 X

such that ? 6 x 6 > for all x 2 X.
An order �lter of X is a set F � X such that z 2 F if and only if

z 2 X and y 6 z for some y 2 F : it is said to be non-trivial if F 6= ?
and proper if F 6= X. An order �lter F of X = (X;6) is a (latticial)
�lter if x^y 2 F for any x; y 2 F . A (latticial) �lter F of X = (X;6)
is an ultra�lter if it is proper and maximal (i.e. there is no proper
�lter F 0of X such that F � F 0) and is principal if there exists an
x 2 X such that F = [x) := fy 2 X : x 6 yg: clearly, as it is easily
checked any proper principal �lter is an ultra�lter. Moreover, a �lter
F of X = (X;6) is prime if x _ y 2 F implies that x 2 F or y 2 F .
The set of all non-trivial and proper prime �lters of X is denoted by
FP .
It should be recalled here the following important and well-known

fact to be used below, namely:
Fact (i): there is a bijection between the elements of a bounded

distributive lattice X and the sets of prime �lters of X they belong
to, namely the function � : X ! 2FP de�ned by the rule �(x) =
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fF 2 FP : x 2 Fg is both injective and surjective (see e.g. Davey,
Priestley (1990), chpt. 10).
Moreover, it is easily established that the following holds:
Fact (ii): every ultra�lter (hence in particular every (proper) prin-

cipal �lter) of a bounded distributive lattice is a (proper) prime �lter
(see Davey, Priestley (1990), Theorem 9.7).

In particular, X = (X;6) is a linear order or chain if [x 6 y or
y 6 x] holds for all x; y 2 X (recall that, as it is easily checked, a chain
does indeed satisfy the basic latticial properties and the distributive
identities above, hence a linear order is an instance of a distributive
lattice). It is also easily checked that a product of bounded linear orders
is a bounded distributive lattice. Moreover, a (bounded) distributive
lattice is discrete if it does not include any in�nite chain.
A ternary betweenness relation
BX = f(x; z; y) 2 X3 : x ^ y 6 z 6 x _ yg is de�ned on X ,
and for any x; y 2 X,
BX (x; :; y) = fz 2 X : x ^ y 6 z 6 x _ yg is the interval induced by

x and y: therefore, for any x; y; z 2 X; z 2 BX (x; :; y) if and only if
(x; z; y) 2 BX (also written BX (x; z; y)).
Moreover, a ternary median operation � : X3 ! X is de�ned on

X =(X;6) by the following rule: for any x; y; z 2 X,
�(x; y; z) = (x ^ y) _ (y ^ z) _ (x ^ z) = (x _ y) ^ (y _ z)^ (x _ z)

(the latter identity is of course a consequence of distributivity).
A few remarkable basic properties of BX are listed below, and easily

checked:

Claim 1. The latticial betweenness relation BX of a distributive
lattice X =(X;6) satis�es the following conditions:
(i) Symmetry: for all x; y; z 2 X, if BX (x; z; y) then BX (y; z; x);
(ii) Closure (orRe�exivity): for all x; y 2 X; BX (x; x; y) andBX (x; y; y);
(iii) Idempotence: for all x; y 2 X, BX (x; y; x) only if y = x;
(iv) Convexity (orTransitivity): for all x; y; z; u; v 2 X, ifBX (x; u; y);

BX (x; v; y) and BX (u; z; v) then BX (x; z; y);
(v) Antisymmetry: for all x; y; z 2 X, if BX (x; y; z) and BX (y; x; z)

then x = y.;
(vi) Median-Equivalence: for all x; y; z 2 X, BX (x; y; z) if and only

if �(x; y; z) = y.

Now, consider the set TX of all topped preorders on X (i.e. re�ex-
ive and transitive binary relations having a unique maximum in X).
For any <2 TX , top(<) denotes the unique maximum of < (while �
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and � denote the asymmetric and symmetric components of <, respec-
tively, and - for any x 2 X - UC(�; x) := fy 2 X : y < xg denotes the
upper contour of < at x). Single peaked (total) preorders are those
topped (total) preorders that �respect� -i.e. are consistent with- the
betweenness relation BX . The relevant notion of BX -consistency, how-
ever, is amenable to several distinct speci�cations including unimodal-
ity, metricity, local strict unimodality, and local unimodality.

De�nition 1. A topped preorder <2 TX is unimodal (with respect to
BX ) if and only if, for each x; y; z 2 X, z 2 BX (x; :; y) implies that
either z < x or z < y (or both).
As mentioned above, the rationale underlying single peakedness as

unimodality may be plainly described as follows: an unimodal total
preference preorder respects betweenness BX in that it never regards
an intermediate or compromise outcome as strictly worse than both of
its �extreme�-counterparts.
An alternative notion of single peakedness has also been widely

adopted in the literature under several labels including �generalized
single peakedness� (see e.g. Nehring and Puppe (2007 (a,b)) among
others). It will be relabeled here �locally strict unimodality� for the
sake of convenience, and may be formulated as follows in the present
setting:

De�nition 2. A topped preorder <2 TX -with top outcome x�- is lo-
cally strictly unimodal (with respect to BX ) if and only if, for each
y; z 2 X, z 2 BX (x�; :; y)r fyg implies z � y.

Remark 1. It is worth noticing here that in the extant literature uni-
modality and locally strict unimodality are not always �rmly distin-
guished as they should be. For instance, in a very interesting and widely
cited paper (Nehring and Puppe (2007(a))) Moulin (1980) is quoted as
a contribution on �generalized single peaked� (i.e. locally strictly uni-
modal) preferences on an ordered line (but see also Barberà, Gul and
Stacchetti (1993) who identify single peakedness and locally strict uni-
modality, suggesting that this is precisely the notion underlying Moulin�s
work, and provide a characterization of strategy-proof rules on the lo-
cally strictly unimodal domain in products of bounded intervals). Now,
Moulin�s de�nition, once reformulated in terms of preferences (as op-
posed to utilities, as in the original Moulin (1980), p. 439) amounts to
the following requirement: �If a is the top outcome or peak on the line
(X;6) then a � x < y if a < x 6 y or y 6 x < a�. Notice however
that this condition is only consistent with unimodality as opposed to
local strict unimodality. To see this just consider X = fa; x; yg with
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a < x < y, and total preorder < such that a � x � y: by construc-
tion, < is certainly consistent with Moulin�s condition, and it is in fact
unimodal but not at all locally strictly unimodal (or �generalized single
peaked�in Nehring and Puppe�s parlance). Indeed, under the common
�single peakedness� label, Moulin (1980) and Danilov (1994) focus on
unimodal preferences, while Barberà, Gul and Stacchetti (1993) and
Nehring and Puppe (2007 (a),(b)) consider locally strictly unimodal
preferences.

In view of the foregoing observations, we shall rely on a more general
notion of single peakedness that encompasses both unimodality and
locally strict unimodality, as made precise by the following de�nition

De�nition 3. A topped preorder <2 TX -with top outcome x�-is lo-
cally unimodal (with respect to BX ) if and only if, for all y; z 2 X,
z 2 BX (x�; :; y) implies that z < y; moreover, for any Y � X, < is
Y -complete if for each y; y0 2 Y either y < y0 or y0 < y (or both), and
total if it is X-complete.

Notice that -as it is easily veri�ed, and left to the reader to check-
if X is a (bounded) linear order then a topped total preorder is lo-
cally unimodal if and only if it is also unimodal (with respect to BX ).
Thus, local unimodality (as opposed to local strict unimodality) may
be arguably regarded as the natural extension of the �classic�notion of
single-peakedness used by Moulin (1980) to arbitrary (bounded) dis-
tributive lattices.

Remark 2. It should also be mentioned that a related class of prefer-
ences, namely metric topped preorders, are also occasionally if implic-
itly used in the literature (see e.g. Bandelt, Barthélemy (1984)). In the
setting of the present paper, if X = (X;6) is discrete, a topped pre-
order <2 TX -with top outcome x�- ismetric with respect to BX (writ-
ten <2 MX ) whenever, for each y; z 2 X with y 2 BX (x�; :; z) r fzg,
y � z if and only if d(x�; y) < d(x�; z) (for some metric d, usually the
geodesic i.e. shortest-path distance on the Hasse diagram or covering
graph2 of X ). By de�nition, a metric topped preorder is a special in-
stance of a locally strictly unimodal total preorder which is entirely
determined by its top outcome.

Let UX � TX denote the set of all locally unimodal total preorders
(with respect to BX ), and UNX the corresponding set of all N -pro�les

2The covering graph of X = (X;6) is the graph G(X ) having X as its set of
vertices, and edges connecting precisely those pairs fx; yg � X such that x 6= y and
BX (x; :; y) = fx; yg :
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of locally unimodal total preorders or full locally unimodal domain.
Similarly, MX ; U

�
X ; SX � TX denote respectively the set of all metric,

unimodal, locally strictly unimodal total preorders (with respect to BX ),
andMN

X ,U
�N
X , SNX the corresponding full metric, unimodal and locally

strictly unimodal domains. Notice that, by de�nition, MX � SX , and
SX [U�X � UX . We shall mostly focus on locally unimodal domains of
preorders that need not be total but satisfy a suitable richness condition,
as made precise by the following de�nition:

De�nition 4. A set DX of locally unimodal preorders (with respect to
BX ) is rich if for all x; y 2 X there exists <2 DX such that top(<) = x
and UC(�; y) = BX (x; :; y).
It should be noticed here that for each x; y 2 X one such rich locally

unimodal preorder <�x;y2 UX with three indi¤erence classes is easily
de�ned as follows: take fxg ; B(x; :; y) r fxg ; and any subset of X r
BX (x; :; y) to be the top, middle, and bottom indi¤erence classes of
<�, respectively. A similar construction is available for U�NX and SNX .
It should also be emphasized that on the contraryMX is in general not
rich (because an outcome z may well be at the same positive distance
from top outcome x as another outcome y -hence in the same metric
indi¤erence class of y- while not staying between x and y).
An aggregation rule for (N;X) is a function f : XN ! X. More-

over, for any xN 2 XN and prime �lter F 2 FP we posit NF (xN) :=
fi 2 N : xi 2 Fg. The following properties of an aggregation rule will
play a crucial role in the ensuing analysis:

De�nition 5. An aggregation rule f : XN ! X is BX -monotonic if
and only if for all xN = (xj)j2N 2 XN , i 2 N and x0i 2 X, f(xN) 2
BX (xi; :; f(x

0
i; xNrfig).

De�nition 6. An aggregation rule f : XN ! X is independent if
and only if for all xN ; yN 2 XN and all F 2 FP : if NF (xN) = NF (yN)
then f(xN) 2 F if and only if f(yN) 2 F .
De�nition 7. An aggregation rule f : XN ! X is monotonically
independent if and only if for all xN ; yN 2 XN and all F 2 FP : if
NF (xN) � NF (yN) then f(xN) 2 F implies f(yN) 2 F .
Observe that the aforementioned properties rely on the order-theoretic

structure of the outcome set, with somewhat di¤erent emphases. In-
deed, BX -monotonicity requires consistency of f with the betweenness
relation of the underlying outcome set. The independence condition re-
quires that whether or not the outcome of f at a certain pro�le satis�es
a certain property depends solely on the characteristic pattern of that
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property at the given pro�le (and not at all on the characteristic pat-
terns of other properties at the same pro�le)3. Clearly, the monotonic
independence property is in turn a strenghtening of independence.
A generalized committee in N is a set of coalitions W � P(N)

such that T 2 W if and only if T � N and S � T for some S 2 C (a
committee in N being a non-empty generalized committee in N which
does not include the empty coalition)4. The basis of a generalized
committee W � P(N) is the set Wm � W of its minimal coalitions5.
A generalized committee W � P(N) is transversal (or a quorum
system) if S \ T 6= ? for any S; T 2 W, collegial if

\
W 6= ?,

proper if -for any S � N - S 2 W entails N r S =2 W, strong if -for
any S � N - S =2 W entails N r S 2 W, self-dual if -for any S � N -
S 2 W if and only if N r S =2 W (i.e. if it is both proper and strong),
inclusive if

[
Wm = N , and anonymous if for any S; T � N such

that jSj = jT j, S 2 W if and only if T 2 W.
A generalized committee aggregation rule is a function f :

XN ! X such that, for some �xed generalized committee W � P(N)
and for all xN 2 XN , f(xN) = _S2W(^i2Sxi). Such an aggregation
rule is also denoted as f = fW . A prominent example of a generalized
committee voting rule is of course the majority rule fmaj de�ned as
follows: for all xN 2 XN , fmaj(xN) = _S2Wmaj(^i2Sxi) where Wmaj =n
S � N : jSj � b jN j+2

2
c
o
(i.e. fmaj = fWmaj).

The majority judgment rule - henceforth denoted fmaj�- is pre-
cisely the majority rule as applied to �Y = (�Y ;6) where Y is the
set of alternative candidates, � =(�;�) is a bounded linear order that
denotes a common grading language: 0 and 1 denote the bottom and

3Independence as de�ned above may be regarded as a suitably generalized and
adapted version of the Arrowian �independence of irrelevant alternatives�as made
clear by its counterparts in Wilson (1975) and Monjardet (1990) under the labels
�simplicity�and �J-decisivity�, respectively.

4Thus, a generalized committee is just an order �lter of the partially ordered
set (P(N);�) of coalitions of N , while a committee is a non-trivial and proper
order �lter of (P(N);�) namely an order �lter other than ? or P(N). Notice that
in common game-theoretic parlance the pair (N;W) -where W is an order �lter
of (P(N);�)- is precisely a simple game on N , and W denotes its set of winning
coalitions. A simple game (N;W) is proper (or superadditive) if W is proper, and
strong (or subadditive) if W is strong (the relevant de�nitions for W are provided
immediately below in the text).

5It should be noticed that Wm is by construction a clutter (or antichain) of
(P(N);�) i.e. for any S; T 2 Wm if S 6= T then both S * T and T * S hold.
Thus, Wm is not a generalized committee i.e. an order �lter, except for the trivial
cases where Wm =W = fNg or Wm =W = ?.
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top elements of �, respectively, and 6 is the component-wise order
induced by � on �Y . If in particular � = (f0; 1g ;�) the majority
judgment rule amounts to majority approval.
Since aggregation rules only mention outcomes (as opposed to prefer-

ences on outcomes) their strategy-proofness properties require of course
an explicit speci�cation of the relevant preference domains. The en-
suing analysis is mainly focussed on rich domains of locally unimodal
preorders as made precise by the following de�nitions:

De�nition 8. Let f : XN ! X be an aggregation rule and DX � UX
be a rich domain of locally unimodal and f [XN ]-complete6 preorders
(with respect to BX ). Then, f is (individually) strategy-proof on
DN
X if and only if, for all xN 2 XN , i 2 N and x0 2 X, and for all

<N = (<j)j2N 2 DN
X such that xN = (top(<i))i2N , not f(x0; xNrfig) �i

f(top(<i); xNrfig) .

De�nition 9. Let f : XN ! X be an aggregation rule and DX � UX
be a rich domain of locally unimodal f [XN ]-complete preorders with
respect to BX . Then, f is coalitionally strategy-proof 7on DN

X if
and only if for all xN 2 XN , C � N and x0C 2 XC, and for all
<N = (<j)j2N 2 DN

X such that xN = (top(<i))i2N , there exists i 2 C
such that f(xN) <i f(x0C ; xNrC) .

3. Main results

The following Lemma and Proposition extend some previous re-
sults concerning strategy-proofness of aggregation rules on trees and
on bounded distributive lattices (see Danilov (1994), Vannucci (2016)).

Lemma 1. Let X = (X;6) be a bounded distributive lattice, f : XN !
X an aggregation rule for (N;X), and DX a rich domain of locally
unimodal f [XN ]-complete preorders (with respect to BX ). Then, the
following statements are equivalent:
(i) f is strategy-proof on DN

X ;
(ii) f is BX -monotonic;
(iii) f is monotonically independent.

Remark 3. Notice that richness of the preference domain is only re-
quired to prove that strategy-proofness implies BX -monotonicity, while
the reverse implication holds anyway. Without the richness restriction
strategy-proofness is a weaker condition than BX -monotonicity.

6Here f [XN ] denotes of course the range of f .
7�Group-strategy-proof�is an equivalent label also frequently met in the extant

literature.
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Proposition 1. Let X = (X;6) be a bounded distributive lattice and
BX its latticial betweenness relation. Then, a generalized committee
aggregation rule f : XN ! X is BX -monotonic.

As a corollary, it immediately follows that the majority rule on an
arbitrary bounded distributive lattice -including majority judgment- is
strategy-proof on any rich locally unimodal domain, namely

Corollary 1. Let X = (X;6) be a bounded distributive lattice, BX its
latticial betweenness relation, and DX � UX a rich domain of locally
unimodal total preorders (with respect to BX ). Then, fmaj : XN !
X is strategy-proof on DN

X : In particular, the majority judgment rule
fmaj

�
: �Y�N ! �Y is strategy-proof on DN

�Y .

Observe that the common grading language � may be such that
j�j = jY j: in that case, the grades correspond to the possible rank-
values of a ranking without ties of all the alternatives in Y . Thus, the
�nal grading of any y 2 Y may well change if an alternative z 2 Y rfyg
is removed from the set of available alternatives. If this kind of �agenda
manipulation� is to be avoided, then the common grading language
should indeed be �xed across distinct agendas, to ensure independence
of aggregate grades from the set of available alternatives. However,
Corollary 1 establishes that for any �xed set of alternatives to be as-
sessed, a common language of bounded grades is enough to enforce
strategy-proofness of majority judgment on any rich domain of single
peaked preferences.
Altogether, Lemma 1 and Proposition 1 can also be used to obtain

a neat characterization through strategy-proofness of the majority rule,
and of majority judgment as a special case, for an odd number of
players.
To begin with, some further notions and properties of aggregation

rules are to be introduced.
Let X = (X;6) be a bounded distributive lattice, F 2 FP a (non-

trivial, proper) prime �lter of X , and f : XN ! X an aggregation
rule. A coalition S � N is F -decisive for f if there exists a pro�le
xN 2 XN such that NF (xN) = S and f(xN) 2 F , and decisive for
f if there exists some F 2 FP such that S is F -decisive for f . We
denote by Wf the set of all decisive coalitions for f , and by Wf

m �
Wf the set of all minimal decisive coalitions for f . Notice that if f is
monotonically independent thenWf is indeed a generalized committee
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as de�ned above, namely an order �lter of (P(N);�). The following
properties will be of special interest for the ensuing analysis.

De�nition 10. An aggregation rule f : XN ! X is inclusive if and
only if

[
S2Wf

m

S = N .

De�nition 11. An aggregation rule f : XN ! X is anonymous if
and only if for all xN = (xi)i2N 2 XN and all permutations � : N ! N
i 2 N , f(xN) = f(x�(N)) (where (x�(N) = (x�(i))i2N).

De�nition 12. An aggregation rule f : XN ! X is idempotent if
for any x 2 X and any pro�le xN = (xi)i2N 2 XN with xi = x for each
i 2 N , f(xN) = x.

Inclusivity of an aggregation rule ensures that each agent is locally
positively pivotal hence may positively determine the �nal outcome by
participating. Anonymity is a standard requirement to ensure an equal
treatment of agents. Idempotence is a condition requiring respect for
agents�unanimity. Notice that inclusivity and anonymity are mutually
independent conditions. Indeed, by de�nition the constant aggregation
rules are trivially anonymous but not inclusive (because for any x 2 X
the only minimal decisive coalition of the constant aggregation rule fx
is ;, the empty coalition). Conversely, for any collegial W � P(N )
with

[
Wm = N (such as e.g. W = ff1; 2; :::; ig ; fi; i+ 1; :::; ngg) fW

is inclusive but not anonymous (but see Remark 5 below for a further
example involving a non-collegial quorum system). However, it is easily
checked that any idempotent aggregation rule is anonymous only if it
is also inclusive (but not conversely).
Moreover, it should be recalled here that inclusivity and anonymity

of a general committee aggregation rule have already been de�ned in
terms of properties of the underlying general committee. But such
specialized notions are in fact consistent with the newly introduced
general ones, as made precise by the following Claim.

Claim 2. Let X = (X;6) be a bounded distributive lattice. Then,
(i) an inclusive aggregation rule f : XN ! X is a generalized

committee rule fW if and only if W is inclusive;
(ii) an anonymous aggregation rule f : XN ! X is a generalized

committee rule fW if and only if W is anonymous.
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De�nition 13. If X = (X;6) is a bounded distributive lattice an
aggregation rule f : XN ! X is neutral if and only if for all xN 2 XN ,
and all F; F 0 2 FP : if NF (xN) = NF 0(xN) then f(xN) 2 F if and only
if f(xN) 2 F 0.

Of course, neutrality is a version of the standard requirement of an
equal treatment of outcomes.

De�nition 14. An aggregation rule f : XN ! X is bi-idempotent if
and only if for all xN = (xi)i2N 2 XN and all y; z 2 X, if xi 2 fy; zg
for all i 2 N then f(xN) 2 fy; zg.

Bi-idempotence is a very speci�c and strong �decisiveness plus faith-
fulness� condition: it requires both ability of a rule to decide by choos-
ing one of the only two overtly advanced proposals in (perfectly) po-
larized situations (a local �no guessing� condition), and at the same
time to respect unanimity i.e. to record and reproduce faithfully any
(perfectly) consensual proposal (observe that bi-idempotence entails
idempotence). Thus, bi-idempotence is a local condition in that it only
puts restrictions on the behaviour of an aggregation rule under two
sorts of very speci�c, and polarly opposed, circumstances: perfect po-
larization of revealed opinions8, and perfect consensus of revealed opin-
ions. And in both cases, bi-idempotence requires a behavioural pattern
that is consistent with the behaviour of the majority rule and of the
dictatorial rules, under such circumstances. It turns out that for any
generalized committee aggregation rule fW on a lattice bi-idempotence
is equivalent to a very interesting restriction on the underlying gener-
alized committeeW of winning coalitions. This is made precise by the
following Claim �rst established by Monjardet (1990):

Claim 3. (Monjardet (1990)).9 Let fW : XN ! X be a generalized
committee aggregation rule on a lattice X = (X;6) . Then fW is
bi-idempotent if and only if W is self-dual.

8See the extended discussion of polarized situations in Balinski and Laraki (2016)
who argue that the majority aggregation rule is especially suitable to cope with
them.

9See Monjardet (1990), Proposition 1.3. To be sure, such a proposition only
refers to arbitrary �nite (meet-semi)lattices i.e. partially ordered sets endowed
with a well-de�ned meet operation, but it is immediately checked that Monjardet�s
proof also applies verbatim to arbitrary lattices.
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We are now ready to state the main characterization result of the
present work.

Theorem 1. Let X = (X;6) be a bounded distributive lattice with
jXj � 3, BX its latticial betweenness relation, f : XN ! X an ag-
gregation rule for (N;X), and DX � UX a rich domain of locally
unimodal total preorders with respect to BX . Then, f is anonymous,
bi-idempotent and strategy-proof on DN

X if and only if there exists a
positive integer k such that jN j = 2k + 1 and f = fmaj.

Remark 4. Notice that the general characterization of fmaj provided
by Theorem 1 is tight . To see this, consider any constant rule fx :
XN ! X (the constant rule that selects x 2 X for each xN 2
XN), any dictatorial rule fi : XN ! X with i 2 N (the i-th pro-
jection such that fi(xN) = xi for all xN 2 XN), and the minor-
ity rule fmin : XN ! X (namely, for all xN 2 XN , fmin(xN) =
_fz 2 X : 1 � j fi 2 N : xi = zg j � kg with jN j = 2k + 1). Clearly,
fx is anonymous and strategy-proof on DN

X but not bi-idempotent, fi
is bi-idempotent and strategy-proof on DN

X but not anonymous, f
min is

anonymous and bi-idempotent but not strategy-proof on DN
X . Observe

that the required condition on the cardinality of the outcome space is sat-
is�ed by the majority judgment rule fmaj

�
whenever min fjY j; j�jg � 2

or (1 � min fjY j; j�jg and max fjY j; j�jg � 3).

Remark 5. It should also be noticed that fmaj is indeed inclusive, since
it is both anonymous and neutral. But anonymity cannot be replaced
with inclusivity, because it is easily checked that there exist aggregation
rules other than fmaj which are inclusive, bi-idempotent and strategy-
proof on DN

X : with N = f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g consider for instance f = fW
with
Wm = ff2; 4g ; f1; 2; 3g ; f1; 2; 5g ; f1; 3; 4g ; f1; 4; 5g ; f2; 3; 5g ; f3; 4; 5gg.
Observe that W is an inclusive and self-dual quorum system but is

not anonymous since e.g. W\ff2; 4g ; f1; 2gg = ff2; 4gg.
Thus, Theorem 1 cannot be ameliorated in that respect. Moreover, if

jXj = 2 then bi-idempotence reduces to idempotence. Hence, it is easily
checked that the unanimity rules fxu and f

y
u (where f

x
u (zN) = y unless

zi = x for each i 2 N , and f yu(zN) = x unless zi = y for each i 2 N)
are also (bi-)idempotent, anonymous and strategy-proof on DN

X .

As a by-product, we also immediately obtain the following charac-
terization of the majority judgment rule.
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Corollary 2. Let jN j be an odd integer, and min fjY j; j�jg � 2. Then
the majority judgment rule fmaj

�
: �Y�N ! �Y is the only anonymous

and bi-idempotent aggregation rule on �Y which is strategy-proof on
DN
�Y .

As mentioned above, Balinski and Laraki (2010) present and discuss
a MJ-version of the classic characterization of strategy-proof voting
rules for single-peaked domains on (bounded) chains due to Moulin
(1980) to the e¤ect that the order functions are the only �strategy-
proof-in-grading�social grading functions on a single peaked domain.
Balinski and Laraki observe that Moulin�s theorem implies that ma-
jority aggregation of the grade of each single alternative y 2 Y -i.e.
fmaj

�
y : �N ! �� is strategy-proof and coalitionally strategy proof (or
�group-strategy-proof�) on single peaked domains (Balinski and Laraki
(2010), p. 193). However, since gradings of all alternatives are the ac-
tual outcomes of the aggregation rule, the main issues concerning ma-
nipulability are precisely strategy-proofness and coalitional strategy-
proofness of fmaj on single peaked domains of preferences on gradings
(as opposed to preferences on single-alternative grades).
Indeed, we have the following

Theorem 2. Let min fjY j; j�jg � 2. Then, the majority judgment rule
fmaj

�
: �Y�N ! �Y is not coalitionally strategy-proof on U�N�Y , S

N
�Y or

UN�Y .

The following two-grade, two-alternative, three-agent example may
aptly illustrate the content of Theorem 2.

Example 1. Let N = f1; 2; 3g and � = f1; 2g as endowed with the
natural order, and suppose that the pro�le of top gradings of the agents
is � = ((2; 1); (1; 2); (2; 2)). Then, fmaj

�
(�) = (2; 2). Now, suppose

that the agents�preference pro�le <N is such that (2; 1) �1 (1; 1) �1
(2; 2) �1 (1; 2), (1; 2) �2 (1; 1) �2 (2; 2) �2 (2; 1), and (2; 2) �3
(2; 1) �3 (1; 2) �3 (1; 1) (it can be easily shown that such a pro�le
is unimodal with respect to BX ). Similarly, it is easily checked that
preference pro�le <0Nwith (2; 1) �01 (1; 1) �01 (2; 2) �01 (1; 2), (1; 2) �02
(1; 1) �02 (2; 2) �02 (2; 1), and (2; 2) �03 (2; 1) �03 (1; 2) �03 (1; 1) is
indeed locally strictly unimodal with respect to BX . By construction,
top(<) = top(<0) = �, and fmaj

�
((1; 1); (1; 1); (2; 2)) = (1; 1) �+i

(2; 2) = fmaj
�
(�), �+i 2 f<i;<0ig, i = 1; 2; hence fmaj

�
is manipula-

ble by coalition f1; 2g at both pro�les <N and <0N .
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Notice, however, that the only possible metric topped preference pre-
orders on �2 = (f1; 2g2 ;6) (with respect to B�Y ) are
<(1;1);<(1;2);<(2;1);<(2;2)de�ned as follows:
(1; 1) �(1;1) (1; 2) �(1;1) (2; 1) �(1;1) (2; 2)
(1; 2) �(1;2) (1; 1) �(1;2) (2; 2) �(1;2) (2; 1)
(2; 1) �(2;1) (1; 1) �(2;1) (2; 2) �(2;1) (1; 2)
(2; 2) �(2;2) (1; 2) �(2;2) (2; 1) �(2;2) (1; 1).
It follows that none of the preferences of pro�les <N and <0Nare

metric topped preference preorders (it is easily checked that such state-
ment also applies to the corresponding pro�les occurring in the proof of
Theorem 2).

Thus, strategy-proofness of the majority judgment rule on rich single
peaked domains does not entail at all it is also coalitionally strategy-
proof on such domains. It can be shown that this is due to a very gen-
eral fact involving the �natural�incidence-geometric structure induced
by the latticial betweenness of �Y whenever both � and Y include
at least two elements (see Section 2 above for a de�nition of the kind
of betweenness relation involved, and Vannucci (2016) for the relevant
details).

4. Related literature

The present work is mainly focussed on a characterization of majority
judgment through its strategy-proofness properties, as suggested by its
title. But such characterization is obtained by exploiting some general
results concerning strategy-proofness properties of aggregation rules in
bounded distributive lattices. Accordingly, related results are conve-
niently grouped under two distinct headings, namely: (a) strategy-
proof aggregation rules in bounded distributive lattices, and (b) ma-
jority judgment and its strategy-proofness properties.
(a) Strategy-proof aggregation rules in bounded distributive lattices.

Several results of disparate generality on strategy-proof aggregation
rules in bounded distributive lattices are already available in the lit-
erature, but they are typically either more specialized than or just in-
comparable to Proposition 1 and Corollary 1 of the present work (note,
however, that Proposition 1 is in fact implied by the main characteri-
zation result for strategy-proof aggregation rules of Savaglio, Vannucci
(2018), forthcoming).
Indeed, Corollary 1 provides a generalization of the main results of

Moulin (1980) concerning strategy-proof aggregation rules on the full
unimodal domain over a (bounded) linear order. Moreover, Barberà,
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Gul and Stacchetti (1993) implies a particular version of Corollary 1
namely strategy-proofness of the majority judgment rule on the full
locally strictly unimodal domain SN�Y when � is a bounded integer in-
terval (or even a bounded real interval) and ��Y is the betweenness
relation canonically induced by the �taxi-cab�metric. Nehring and
Puppe (2007 (a)) also includes (or implies) some strictly related re-
sults on aggregation rules in �nite median (interval) spaces -including
�nite distributive lattices- as induced by certain property spaces, and
their strategy-proofness properties on rich locally strictly unimodal do-
mains. Speci�cally, Nehring and Puppe prove that the characteristic
set of decisive (or winning) coalitions of any sovereign and neutral social
choice function that is strategy-proof on the aforementioned domains
is self-dual (see Nehring and Puppe (2007 (a), Theorem 4). They also
point out that, as a consequence, for any �nite property-based (inter-
val) space of outcomes and any rich locally strictly unimodal domain on
that space there exists a strategy-proof social choice function de�ned
on such domain that is sovereign, neutral and anonymous (namely, the
top-only social choice function having the set of simple majorities as its
characteristic set of winning coalitions)10 if and only if the population
of agents is odd and the underlying outcome space is median (ibidem,
Corollary 5). Now, any distributive lattice is indeed a median space
with respect to its own latticial betweenness relation, and any aggre-
gation rule on a bounded distributive lattice (once a rich single peaked
domain on such outcome space has been speci�ed) may be regarded as
a social choice function with the top-only property (i.e. a social choice
function whose outcomes at each preference pro�le only depend on the
corresponding pro�le of announced optima). Therefore, both results
mentioned above overlap to a non-negligible extent with Proposition 1,
Corollary 1 and Theorem 1 of the present work. Of course, neither of
such Nehring and Puppe�s results follows entirely from our own: they
simply can�t, because they concern every �nite median space (thus in-
cluding structures that are not distributive lattices, such as e.g. trees).
Notice however that -when it comes to the majority aggregation rule on
(bounded) distributive lattices- Proposition 1 is considerably more gen-
eral than the results of Nehring and Puppe (2007 (a)) and all the other
results mentioned above, since it covers arbitrary bounded distributive
lattices (which may be neither �nite nor products of bounded chains),
and arbitrary rich domains of locally unimodal preferences (including

10But no uniqueness claim concerning that social choice function is made. Thus,
strictly speaking, this is not a characterization of the majority aggregation rule (or,
equivalently, of the corresponding top-only social choice function).
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both unimodal and locally strictly unimodal preferences). Moreover,
Theorem 1 provides a simple characterization of MJ with an odd num-
ber of agents (and no �niteness restriction on the common language of
grades) in terms of strategy-proofness on such a large class of very gen-
eral single peaked domains, and -most signi�cantly- as a special case
of the majority rule on a speci�c bounded distributive lattice.
Furthermore, Nehring, Puppe (2007 (b)) includes a result implying

lack of Pareto e¢ ciency for the majority rule on rich locally strictly uni-
modal domains of linear orders in �nite non cube-free distributive lat-
tices. Notice that such a result entails failure of the majority rule both
to satisfy coalitional strategy-proofness and to select the Condorcet
winner on every odd pro�le of that single-peaked domain as a �sincere�
strong equilibrium. Since that domain is strictly included in the do-
main of the present paper, such a failure also holds for the latter. It also
follows that even the locally strictly unimodal domain of linear orders
is not included in the domain consisting of pro�les of linear orders that
admit a strict Condorcet winner (the domain used for a characteriza-
tion of the majority social choice function by strategy-proofness, non-
dictatorship and Condorcet-winner selection due to Campbell, Kelly
(2003)). It follows that even in terms of domains Theorem 1 is not
comparable to Campbell and Kelly�s characterization result.
On the other hand, Theorem 2 covers a much richer class of rich sin-

gle peaked domains than locally strictly unimodal domains, as de�ned
on the more general class of all bounded distributive lattices (including
the trivially cube-free Boolean square).
Hence, as far as strategy-proofness properties of the majority ag-

gregation rule on a bounded distributive lattice are concerned, and to
the best of the author�s knowledge, Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 above
o¤er a de�nitely more general result than any other result previously
available in the extant literature.
(b) Majority judgment and its strategy-proofness properties.
The extensive analysis of majority judgment methods provided by

Balinski and Laraki (2010, 2014, 2016) makes use of a rich array of
strictly related, but subtly di¤erent models and representations of ma-
jority judgment including (what they variously denote as) methods of
grading (MG), methods or ranking (MR) induced by MG11, and their

11Indeed, each grading � 2 �Y induces a total preorder <2 RY (j�j) where RY (j�j)
denotes the class of all total preorders on Y having at most jY j indi¤erence classes
(in particular, if j�j � jY j then every total preorder on Y is thus generated by
some grading). It follows that any MG on �Y induces in a natural way an MR i.e.
an aggregation rule on RY (j�j) (in fact an Arrowian social welfare function on Y
when j�j � jY j). Such an MR can be further re�ned (see e.g. the majority gauge,
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respective well-behaved subclasses consisting of social grading func-
tions (SGF) and social ranking functions (SRF) (the subclasses of
anonymous, neutral, idempotent MG and MR, respectively, that are
also suitably �independent� and �monotonic�, and -possibly- continu-
ous whenever the set of grades is explicitly endowed with a topology).
Moreover, in Balinski and Laraki (2010, 2016) several distinct outcome
spaces and respective preference domains are considered: to each spec-
i�cation of an outcome space and the relevant domain of preference
relations de�ned on it, a distinct strategy-proofness issue is attached.
Notice that the aggregation rule fmaj

�
of the basic protocol MJ under-

lying majority judgment methods is a MG (and in particular a SGF),
since it is in fact a (suitably �regular�) aggregation rule on �Y i.e.
fmaj

�
: �Y�N ! �Y . This fact by itself suggests the opportunity

to consider the set �Y as a possible outcome space in order to study
the strategy-proofness properties of fmaj

�
(as it is in fact done in the

present work). However, this is hardly the option favored by Balinski
and Laraki (2010) who tend rather to focus on the set Y of alterna-
tive candidates, or the set Y � � of (candidate, grade)-pairs12. As a
consequence, they focus on strategy-proofness properties of the com-
posite functions argmaxy2Y fmaj

�
y : �Y�N ! P(Y ) (or one its single-

valued selections) or argmaxy2Y fmaj
�

y �fmaj�argmax�
: �Y�N ! P(Y � �)

i.e. the function selecting the pairs consisting of candidates with maxi-
mum median grade and their grade (or one its single-valued selections),
and discuss their strategy-proofness properties with respect to single
grades.13 But then, fmaj

�
is anyway in the picture as the aggregation

rule of majority judgment methods. Thus, even if Y or Y � � -as
opposed to �Y - are eventually regarded as the most common or signif-
icant outcome spaces, a �rm grasp of the strategy-proofness properties

a re�ned MJ-induced MR introduced by Balinski and Laraki (2010) mainly for use
in mass elections).

12An outcome space consisting of candidate-grade pairs is the relevant one for the
notion of Condorcet-Judgment-Winner introduced and brie�y discussed by Balinski
and Laraki in their monograph (see Balinski and Laraki (2010) chpt. 20.6).

13Indeed, such a move is not entirely unlike the early trend to shift the focus
from social welfare functions to social choice functions that is detectable even in
Arrow�s classic monograph. Of course, with three or more alternatives, social choice
functions face the Gibbard-Satterthwaite impossibility theorem. It is easily checked
that if j�j � 3 the same holds for the majority judgment methods based on the
composite functions mentioned above in the text. But whilefmaj

�
is a well-de�ned

aggregation rule on �Y there is no well-de�ned and majority-based Arrowian social
welfare function.
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of the underlying aggregation rule fmaj
�
seems to be a crucial prelim-

inary step toward a full understanding of the entire class of majority
judgment methods and the source of their distinctive features.

5. Concluding remarks

�Majority judgment�has been repeatedly advertised by its advocates
as a substitute for -and a major improvement on- �voting�, including
�majority voting� (see e.g. the catching motto �Judge, don�t vote!�
which provides the title of Balinski and Laraki (2014)). Of course,
that statement is to some extent disputable in that �majority judg-
ment�itself can also be regarded as a majority voting protocol of sorts,
as plainly con�rmed by Theorem 1 and Corollary 2. Nevertheless,
even leaving aside labels, Balinski and Laraki (2010, 2014, 2016) make
quite clear what is the main di¤erence between (what they choose to
call) �judgment�as opposed to �voting�protocols (or, for that matter,
any standard social choice protocol): comparisons between alterna-
tive outcomes/candidates should rely on a common grading language
comprising a (typically bounded, or even �nite) linearly ordered set of
grades. But in fact they add -somewhat implicitly- a further require-
ment to the e¤ect that the size of the set of available grades should
not depend on the size of the set of available alternatives. The latter
requirement is indeed mandatory if �structural�outcome manipulation
through agenda manipulation is to be prevented, and most reasonable
anyway. Nevertheless, commonality and �xed-size of the grading lan-
guage are two independent requirements to be �rmly distinguished. In
fact, it is precisely their combination that lends support to the �judge-
don�t vote�proposition. But then, what about the role of a common
grading language as such? What are its speci�c e¤ects, if any?
The present work singles out a further, structural reason that helps

to explain why reliance on a common grading language is indeed mo-
mentous by itself, within a �xed-outcome-space setting. To be sure,
several standard social choice methods -e.g. social choice functions or
correspondences - are not aggregation operations on ordered structures,
hence are generally not covered by the present model. Indeed, social
welfare functions are typically formulated as aggregation operations on
ordered structures such as total preorders or linear orders. But such
ordered domains -namely the poset of total preorders with respect to
set inclusion, or the lattice of linear orders viewed as permutations of a
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reference order- are not at all distributive lattices or even median meet-
semilattices, hence do not support a well-de�ned and well-behaved ma-
jority rule 14. In that setting, introducing a common bounded linearly
ordered set of grades ensures that for any set of alternative options the
resulting aggregation rule of gradings is an aggregation operation on a
product of bounded chains, which is an instance of a bounded distrib-
utive lattice. And in that environment, majority judgment as a nicely
working version of the majority aggregation rule is well-de�ned and
strategy-proof (though unfortunately not coalitionally strategy-proof)
on a very comprehensive class of rich single peaked domains.
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6. Appendix: Proofs

Proof of Lemma 1.

Proof. (i))(ii) Let us assume that f : XN ! X is not BX -monotonic:
hence, there exist i 2 N , x0i 2 X and xN = (xi)i2N 2 XN such that
(xi; f(xN); f(x

0
i; xNrfig)) =2 BX . Thus, by Closure of BX , xi 6= f(xN) 6=

f(x0i; xNrfig). To begin with, observe that for any x 2 X, if <2 DX is
such that x = top( <) then BX (x; y; x) if and only if y = x. Indeed,
suppose that there exists y 6= x such that (x; y; x) 2 BX : then by
de�nition < is not locally unimodal hence <=2 DX , a contradiction.
Next, consider an f [XN ]-complete preorder <�2 DX such that xi =

top(<�) and UC(<�; f(x0i; xNrfig)) = BX (xi; :; f(x
0
i; xNrfig)). Such a

preorder exists since DX is rich.
Now, by assumption f(xN) 2 X rBX (xi; :; f(x0i; xNrfig))
while f(x0i; xNrfig) 2 BX (xi; :; f(x0i; xNrfig)) by Closure of BX , hence

by construction and f [XN ]-completeness f(x0i; xNrfig) �� f(xN).
Finally, posit (<j)j2N 2 DN

X such that xj = top(<j) for all j 2 N
and <i=<�: then, f is not strategy-proof on DN

X .
(ii) )(i) Conversely, let f be BX -monotonic. Next, consider any

locally unimodal pro�le<N = (<j)j2N 2 DN
X and any i 2 N . By de�ni-

tion ofBX -monotonicity f(top(<i); xNrfig) 2BX (top(<i); :; f(xi; xNrfig))
for all xNrfig 2 XNrfig and xi 2 X. But then, since clearly by de�ni-
tion top(<i) <i f(top(<i); xNrfig), either f(top(<i); xNrfig) = top(<i)
or f(top(<i); xNrfig) <i f(xi; xNrfig) by local unimodality of <i.
Hence, f(top(<i); xNrfig) <i f(xi; xNrfig) in any case. It follows

that f is indeed strategy-proof on DN
X .

(ii))(iii) Suppose that f is BX -monotonic. Hence, for all i 2 N ,
yi 2 X, and xN 2 XN , BX (xi; f(xN),f(yi; xNrfig)) i.e. by Median-
Equivalence of BX , f(xN) = �(xi; f(xN); f(yi; xNrfig)). Therefore, for
any prime �lter F 2 FP ,
f(xN) 2 F if and only if
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�(xi; f(xN); f(yi; xNrfig)) =
= (xi ^ f(xN)) _ (f(xN) ^ f(yi; xNrfig)) _ (xi ^ f(yi; xNrfig)) 2 F .
It follows that for any F 2 FP , if f(xN) 2 F then (xi ^ f(xN)) _

(f(xN)^ f(yi; xNrfig))_ (xi ^ f(yi; xNrfig)) 2 F . Hence, if f(xN) 2 F
but xi =2 F and f(yi; xNrfig) =2 F it follows that -by de�nition of �lter-
F \

�
xi ^ f(xN); f(xN) ^ f(yi; xNrfig); xi ^ f(yi; xNrfig)

	
= ?. But

then, primality of F entails (xi^f(xN))_(f(xN)^f(yi; xNrfig))_(xi^
f(yi; xNrfig)) =2 F , a contradiction. Therefore,
(*) for any prime �lter F 2 FP , f(xN) 2 F implies that either

xi 2 F or f(yi; xNrfig) 2 F .
Moreover, for any prime �lter F 2 FP , if (xi ^ f(xN)) _ (f(xN) ^

f(yi; xNrfig)) _ (xi ^ f(yi; xNrfig)) 2 F then f(xN) 2 F . Thus, if
xi 2 F and f(yi; xNrfig) 2 F then xi ^ f(yi; xNrfig) 2 F (by de�n-
ition of latticial �lter). It follows that, by de�nition of (order) �lter,
(xi ^ f(xN))_ (f(xN)^ f(yi; xNrfig))_ (xi ^ f(yi; xNrfig)) 2 F whence
f(xN) 2 F .
Therefore,
(**) for any prime �lter F 2 FP , if xi 2 F and f(yi; xNrfig) 2 F

then f(xN) 2 F .
Now, let us consider xN ; yN 2 XN and a prime �lter F 2 FP such

that f(xN) 2 F and NF (xN) � NF (yN).
Hence, by (*), either x1 2 F or f(y1; xNrf1g) 2 F . It follows that

f(y1; xNrf1g) 2 F holds anyway. Indeed, if x1 2 F then y1 2 F since
NF (xN) � NF (yN). Therefore, by (**), f(y1; xNrf1g) 2 F holds.
Next, consider (y1; xNrf1g) and (y1; y2; xNrf1;2g): Since f(y1; xNrf1g) 2

F holds, and NF (y1; xNrf1g) � NF (y1; y2; xNrf1;2g) by construction, we
may repeat the previous argument to conclude that f(y1; y2; xNrf1;2g) 2
F . Thus, by a suitable iteration of that argument, we may conclude
that f(yN) 2 F . It follows that f is monotonically independent.
(iii) =)(ii) Suppose that f is monotonically independent but not

BX -monotonic. Thus, there exist i 2 N , (xh)h2N 2 XN , yi 2 X such
that
f((xj)j2N) 6= �(xi; f((xj)j2N); f(yi; (xj)j2Nrfig)). Therefore, from

the bijection between the elements of a bounded distributive lattice
and the sets of prime �lters mentioned above (see e.g. Davey, Priestley
(1990), Theorem 10.18) it follows that either
(�) there exists a prime �lter F 2 FP such that f(xN) 2 F but (xi^

f((xj)j2N))_(f((xj)j2N)^f(yi; (xj)j2Nrfig))_(xi^f(yi; (xj)j2Nrfig)) =2
F
or
(�) there exists a prime �lter F 0 2 FP such that
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(xi^f(xN))_ (f(xN)^f(yi; (xj)j2Nrfig))_ (xi^f(yi; (xj)j2Nrfig)) 2
F 0 and f(xN) =2 F 0.
Thus, let us �rst assume that (�) holds. Now, if xi 2 F then -

by de�nition of (latticial) �lter- xi ^ f(xN) 2 F , and similarly if
f(yi; (xj)j2Nrfig) 2 F then (f(xN) ^ f(yi; (xj)j2Nrfig)) 2 F .
In either case, by de�nition of (order) �lter,
(xi^f(xN))_ (f(xN)^f(yi; (xj)j2Nrfig))_ (xi^f(yi; (xj)j2Nrfig)) 2

F , a contradiction.
Therefore, f(xN) 2 F implies F \

�
xi; f(yi; (xj)j2Nrfig)

	
= ?.

However, xi =2 F clearly implies NF (xN) � NF ((yi; (xj)j2Nrfig)),
by de�nition. Therefore, since f(xN) 2 F and f is monotonically
independent, it follows that f(yi; (xj)j2Nrfig) 2 F , a contradiction.
Let us then assume that (�) holds.
By primality of F 0 applied twice,
(xi^f(xN))_ (f(xN)^f(yi; (xj)j2Nrfig))_ (xi^f(yi; (xj)j2Nrfig)) 2

F 0 implies that
F 0\

�
xi ^ f(xN); f(xN) ^ f(yi; (xj)j2Nrfig); xi ^ f(yi; (xj)j2Nrfig))

	
6=

?.
But, by de�nition of (order) �lter, (xi^f(xN)) 2 F 0 implies f(xN) 2

F 0 , and (f(xN) ^ f(yi; (xj)j2Nrfig)) 2 F 0 also implies f(xN) 2 F 0, a
contradiction.
Thus, it must be the case that (xi ^ f(yi; (xj)j2Nrfig)) 2 F 0. Hence,

by de�nition of (order) �lter, both xi 2 F 0 and f(yi; (xj)j2Nrfig) 2 F 0.
But then, NF 0((yi; (xj)j2Nrfig)) � NF 0(xN), and since f is monoton-

ically independent, f(yi; (xj)j2Nrfig) 2 F 0 implies f(xN) 2 F 0, which
contradicts (�).
It follows that if f is monotonically independent then it is also

BX -monotonic. �

Proof of Proposition 1.

Proof. By de�nition, there exists an order �lter W of (P(N);�) such
that for each xN = (xj)j2N 2 XN

f(xN) = _S2W(^j2Sxj):
Moreover, for any i 2 N and x0i 2 X,
f(x0i; xNrfig) = (_i=2S2W(^j2Sxj)) _ (_i2S2W(x0i ^ (^j2Srfigxj)):
Then,
xi^f(x0i; xNrfig) = xi^[(_i=2S2W(^j2Sxj))_(_i2S2W(x0i^(^j2Srfigxj)))] =
= (xi ^ (_i=2S2W(^j2Sxj))) _ (xi ^ (_i2S2W(x0i ^ (^j2Srfigxj)))] 6
6 (_i=2S2W(^j2Sxj)) _ (_i2S2W(xi ^ (^j2Srfigxj))) = f(xN) 6
6 (_i=2S2W(^j2Sxj)) _ (xi _ (_i2S2W(x0i ^ (^j2Srfigxj))) =
= xi_[(_i=2S2W(^j2Sxj))_(_i2S2W(x0i^j2Srfigxj))] = xi_f(x0i; xNrfig)
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hence
f(xN) 2 BX (xi; :; f(x0i; xNrfig) and f is indeed BX -monotonic. �

Proof of Corollary 1.

Proof. Immediate from Lemma 1 and Proposition 1, and from the ob-
servation that �Y is a product of bounded chains and is therefore a
bounded distributive lattice with respect to the component-wise or-
der. �

Proof of Claim 2.

Proof. First, observe that by Lemma 1 and Proposition 1 a generalized
committee aggregation rule f = fW on a bounded distributive lattice
is monotonically independent. Suppose then that f = fW i.e. f(xN) =
_T2W(^i2Txi) for any xN 2 XN . Therefore, W �Wf , by de�nition
of Wf : Conversely, let S 2 Wf i.e. there exists xN 2 XN and a
non-trivial proper prime �lter F 2 FP such that NF (xN) = S and
f(xN) 2 F . Now, suppose S =2 W. Then, T * S for each T 2 W
i.e. for any T 2 W there exists iT 2 T n S. Next, consider pro�le
yN 2 XN de�ned as follows: yi = xi for each i 2 S, and yi = ?
for each i 2 N n S. Since F is proper i.e. F 6= X, ? =2 F whence
NF (yN) = NF (xN) = S. Therefore, since f = fW is monotonically
independent and f(xN) 2 F , it follows that f(yN) 2 F . However,
f(yN) = fW(yN) = _T2W(^i2Txi) = ? since by construction for each
T 2 W there exists iT 2 T with yiT = ?: a contradiction. Hence
Wf � W as well i.e. Wf = W and consequently Wf

m = Wm. Since f
is inclusive if and only if

[
S2Wf

m

S = N and W is inclusive if and only if[
S2Wm

S = N; part (i) of the Claim follows immediately. Suppose now

that f = fW is anonymous, and W is not anonymous i.e. there exist
S; T � N such that jSj = jT j withW\fS; Tg = fSg. Therefore, there
exist F 2 FP and xN 2 XN such that NF (xN) = S and f(xN) 2 F ,
yet there are no F 2 FP and yN 2 XN such that NF (yN) = T and
f(yN) 2 F .
But that contradicts anonymity of f since any permutation � : N !

N with �(T ) = S yields f(x�(N)) = f(xN) 2 F with NF (x�(N)) =
T: Therefore, W is anonymous. Conversely, suppose that f = fW
with W anonymous. Clearly, if f(xN) = ? for each xN 2 XN i.e. if
W = ?, then f is a constant function hence it is trivially anonymous.
Otherwise, there exist xN 2 XN and prime �lter F 2 FP such that
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NF (xN) = S and f(xN) 2 F i.e. S 2 Wf = W. But then, for each
permutation � : N ! N , �(S) 2 W =Wf since j�(S)j = jSj.
It follows that, for any xN 2 XN , fW(xN) = _T2W(^i2Txi) =

_�(T )2W(^i2�(T )x�(i)) = fW(x�(N)), namely f = fW is anonymous. �

Proof of Claim 3. (the following proof is due to Monjardet (1990),
who develops it in a framework that only considers arbitrary �nite meet-
semilattices, including of course �nite lattices: it is reproduced here in
a very detailed style for the sake of completeness, and in order to make
it possible for the reader to appreciate that such a proof also applies
to arbitrary lattices)

Proof. ) The proof consists of four steps.
Step 1. To begin with, observe that for any x; y 2 X such that xjjy

(i.e. x and y are 6-incomparable) it must be the case that the following
relationships hold: x > x ^ y, y > x ^ y, x < x _ y, y < x _ y. That is
so because by de�nition x > x^ y and y > x^ y but neither x = x^ y
(which implies x 6 y) nor y = x ^ y (which implies y 6 x) hold, since
xjjy. Similarly, x 6 x _ y and y 6 x _ y by de�nition, but neither
x = x _ y (which implies x > y) nor y = x _ y (which implies y > x)
hold, since xjjy.
Step 2. We prove the following claim: if f : XN ! X is a generalized

committee aggregation rule with f = fW then W is proper (i.e. for all
S � N , S 2 W entails N r S =2 W ) if and only if [for every x; y 2 X
with xjjy and S � N , and for any xN 2 XN with xi = x for each i 2 S,
and xi = y for each i 2 N r S: fW(xN) < x _ y].
Indeed, supposeW is proper. For any S � N , if S =2 W then for each

T 2 W it must be the case that T \ (N r S) 6= ? (because otherwise
T � S =2 W, a contradiction since by hypothesis W is an order �lter).
Thus, for any x; y 2 X with xjjy, and for any xN 2 XN with xi = x for
each i 2 S, and xi = y for each i 2 N rS: fW(xN) = _T2W(^i2Txi) 6
y < x _ y. If on the contrary S 2 W, and therefore by properness
N r S =2 W, then for each T 2 W it must be the case that T \ S 6= ?
(because otherwise T � (N r S) =2 W, a contradiction again since by
hypothesis W is an order �lter). Hence, for any x; y 2 X with xjjy,
and for any xN 2 XN with xi = x for each i 2 S, and xi = y for each
i 2 N r S: fW(xN) = _T2W(^i2Txi) 6 x < x _ y. It follows that
fW(xN) < x _ y as required.
To establish the converse statement, let us proceed by contraposition.

Thus, suppose that W is not proper i.e. there exists S 2 W such that
(NrS) 2 W. Then, consider any x; y 2 X with xjjy, and any xN 2 XN
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with xi = x for each i 2 S, and xi = y for each i 2 (N rS). It follows,
by construction, that fW(xN) = _T2W(^i2Txi) = x _ y.
Step 3. We prove the following claim: if f : XN ! X is a generalized

committee aggregation rule with f = fW then W is strong (i.e. for all
S � N , S =2 W entails (N rS) 2 W ) if and only if [for every x; y 2 X
with xjjy and S � N , and for any xN 2 XN with xi = x for each i 2 S,
and xi = y for each i 2 N r S: fW(xN) > x ^ y].
Indeed, suppose that f = fW such that W is strong and consider

x; y 2 X with xjjy and S � N , and xN 2 XN with xi = x for each
i 2 S, and xi = y for each i 2 N r S. If S 2 W then by construction
fW(xN) > x > x ^ y. If on the contrary S =2 W then (N r S) 2 W
(by strongness of W), hence fW(xN) > y > x ^ y. It follows that
fW(xN) > x ^ y as required.
To establish the converse statement, let us proceed again by con-

traposition. Suppose there exists S � N such that both S =2 W and
(N r S) =2 W. Therefore, it must be the case that for each T 2 W
both T \ S 6= ? and T \ (N r S) 6= ? (because otherwise either
T � (N r S) =2 W or T � S =2 W, a contradiction in both cases since
W is by hypothesis an order �lter). But then, for any x; y 2 X with
xjjy, S � N , and xN 2 XN with xi = x for each i 2 S, and xi = y for
each i 2 N rS, it follows that by construction fW(xN) = x^ y whence
indeed not fW(xN) > x ^ y.
Step 4. Now, consider a bi-idempotent generalized committee aggre-

gation rule fW : XN ! X , i.e. fW is such that for every x; y 2
X, S � N and xN 2 XN with xi = x if i 2 S and xi = y if
i 2 N r S, fW(xN) = _T2W(^i2Txi) 2 fx; yg. Thus, in particular,
if xjjy then x ^ y < fW(xN) < x _ y (by Step 1 above). But then,
from fW(xN) < x _ y and Step 2 above it follows that W is proper,
and from x^y < fW(xN) and Step 3 above it follows thatW is strong.
Therefore, W is indeed self-dual as required.
(= Straightforward. Suppose that W is self-dual i.e. both proper

and strong, consider any x; y 2 X, and any xN 2 XN such that xi 2
fx; yg for all i 2 N , and posit S = fi 2 N : xi = xg (whence N r S =
fi 2 N : xi = yg). Then, by self-duality of W, either (i) S 2 W and
(N r S) =2 W or (ii) (N r S) 2 W and S =2 W. If (i) holds then
by de�nition fW(xN) = x, whereas if (ii) holds then fW(xN) = y. It
follows that fW is actually bi-idempotent. �
Proof of Theorem 1.

Proof. Clearly, fmaj is anonymous by de�nition, and strategy-proof on
DN
X by Corollary 1. Moreover, if jN j is odd then fmaj is bi-idempotent,

by de�nition.
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Conversely, suppose that f : XN ! X is anonymous, bi-idempotent
and strategy-proof on DN

X : Since f is strategy-proof on D
N
X , it follows

by Lemma 1 that f is monotonically independent (hence in particular
it is also independent).
Now it can be shown that
(a) if f is independent and bi-idempotent then it is also neutral.
Indeed, suppose that f is independent and bi-idempotent, and let

F; F 0 2 Fp and xN 2 XN such that NF (xN) = NF 0(xN) = A, and
f(xN) 2 F . If A = ? then NF (xN) = A = NF ((?; :::;?)) (because
F 2 Fp hence it is a proper �lter and thus ? =2 F ): it follows that
f((?; :::;?)) 2 F , by independence of f . But bi-idempotence implies
idempotence, hence ? = f((?; :::;?)) 2 F , a contradiction. Therefore,
A 6= ? i.e. there exists j 2 N such that xj 2 F \ F 0 (clearly enough,
xj 6= ?). Now, de�ne x0N 2 XN : x0i = xj for every i 2 A, and x0i = ?
otherwise. But then it follows from bi-idempotence that f(x0N) = xj 2
F \ F 0 hence f(x0N) 2 F 0. Moreover, A = NF 0(xN) = NF 0(x

0
N) by

construction hence by independence f(xN) 2 F 0, and neutrality of f is
thus established.
(b) if f is monotonically independent and neutral then f is a gen-

eralized committee aggregation rule i.e. there exists an order �lter W
of (P(N);�) such that for all xN 2 XN

f(xN) = _A2W ^i2A xi.
To check the validity of that claim, for any F 2 Fp de�ne

W f
F :=

�
A � N : there exists xN 2 XN

such that NF (xN) = A and f(xN) 2 F

�
and notice that, by monotonic independence of f , A 2 Wf

F if and
only if f(yN) 2 F for every yN 2 XN such that NF (yN) � A, i.e. Wf

F

is an order �lter of (P(N);�).
Next, observe that the following principle holds:
(�) for any x; y 2 X, x 6 y if and only if y 2 F for all F 2 Fp such

that x 2 F .
To check that, recall that any proper principal �lter is also prime,

hence it belongs to Fp. Thus, for any x 6=? , [x) := fz 2 X : x 6 zg 2
Fp. But then, if y 2 F for all F 2 Fp such that x 2 F it follows
that y 2 [x) (since x 2 [x) 2 Fp), whence x 6 y as claimed. The
converse implication follows immediately from the order-�lter-property
of (latticial) �lters.
Now, neutrality of f implies indeed that, by construction, for any

F; F 0 2 Fp,Wf
F =W

f
F 0 i.e. there exists an order �lterWf of (P(N);�)

such that Wf
F =Wf for every F 2 Fp.
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Let us �rst establish that, for any xN 2 XN , f(xN) 6 _A2Wf ^i2Axi.
If f(xN) =? there is nothing to prove, thus we can assume without loss
of generality that f(xN) 6=? (which implies that f(xN) 2 F for some
F 2 Fp, including of course the principal ultra�lter [f(xN))). Then,
take any such F , namely f(xN) 2 F 2 Fp and posit A� := NF (xN). By
de�nition, A� is F -decisive for f whence A� 2 Wf . By construction,
xi 2 F for all i 2 A�: thus, ^i2A�xi 2 F (by ^-closedness of F ,
�niteness of A� � N , and associativity of ^). But then _A2Wf ^i2Axi 2
F as well, since clearly ^i2A�xi 6 _A2Wf ^i2A xi, and F is in particular
an order �lter. It follows from (�) that f(xN) 6 _A2Wf ^i2A xi as
required.
To establish that _A2Wf^i2Axi 6 f(xN) also holds for any xN 2 XN ,

let us consider any F 2 Fp such that (_A2Wf^i2Axi) 2 F . By primality
of F , �niteness of Wf � P(N), and associativity of _, there exists
A 2 Wf such that (^i2Axi) 2 F whence xj 2 F for each j 2 A since
clearly ^i2Axi 6 xj for any j 2 A. But then, NF (xN) � A 2 Wf ,
whence NF (xN) 2 Wf since as observed above Wf is an order �lter of
(P(N);�) (because f is monotonically independent) and consequently
f(xN) 2 F by de�nition ofWf . Thus, _A2Wf^i2Axi 6 f(xN) holds (by
(�), again). As a result, f(xN) = _A2Wf ^i2Axi holds, thus establishing
claim (b) above.
Next, notice that anonymity of f implies that there exists a positive

integer k � jN j such that Wf = fA � N : jAj � kg. Furthermore,
bi-idempotence of f implies that jN j � k = k � 1. That is so because
jAj = k implies A 2 Wf , and by Claim 3 above bi-idempotence of f
implies that Wf is self-dual. Thus, A 2 Wf implies that N rA =2 Wf

i.e. jNrAj = n�k < k, namely n�k � k�1. But if n�k < k�1, then
Wf\fAr fig ; (N r A) [ figg = ? for every i 2 A, contradicting self-
duality of Wf . It follows that n� k = k � 1 whence jN j = n = 2k � 1
and k = n+1

2
. Therefore, Wf=

�
A � N : jAj � n+1

2

	
= Wmaj, namely

f = fWf = fmaj. �

Proof of Corollary 2.

Proof. Straightforward, by Theorem 1 as combined with the observa-
tion that �Y is a product of bounded linear orders and thus it is indeed
a bounded distributive lattice. �

Proof of Theorem 2.

Proof. To check that fmaj
�
is not coalitionally-strategy-proof, consider

the following h-grade, m-alternative situation with � = f1; 2; ::; hg as
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endowed with the natural order, and suppose that the pro�le of top
gradings of the agents is � = (�i)i2N with
�i = (h; h� 1; 1; :::; 1), i = 1; ::; k�
�i = (h� 1; h; 1; :::; 1), i = k� + 1; :::; n� 1
�n = (h; h; 1; :::; 1)
with k� = k if n = 2k + 1, and k� = k � 1 if n = 2k.
Then, by de�nition, fmaj

�
(�) = (h; h; 1; :::; 1).

Now, denote by [�]�i the indi¤erence class of � 2 �Y according to
preference relation <i and suppose that the agents�preference pro�le
<N is such that
(h; h� 1; 1:::; 1)) �i (h� 1; h� 1; 1:::; 1) �i [�]�i, i = 1; :::; k�
(h�1; h; 1; :::; 1)) �j (h�1; h�1; 1; :::; 1) �j []�j, j = k�+1; :::; n�1
(h; h; 1; :::; 1)) �n [�]�n,
with � 2 �Y r f(h; h� 1; 1; :::; 1); (h� 1; h� 1; 1; :::; 1)g ;
and [�]�i = �Y r f(h; h� 1; 1; :::; 1); (h� 1; h; 1; :::; 1)g,
 2 �Y r f(h� 1; h; 1; :::; 1); (h� 1; h� 1; 1; :::; 1)g,
and []�j = �Y r f(h� 1; h; 1; :::; 1); (h� 1; h� 1; 1; :::; 1)g,
� 2 �Y r f(h; h; 1; :::; 1)g
and [�]�n = �Y r f(h; h; 1; :::; 1)g.
(it can be easily checked that such a pro�le is unimodal hence belongs

to U�NX ).
Similarly, it is easily checked that a preference pro�le <0Nof linear

orders on �Y such that
(h; h � 1; 1; :::; 1) �0i (h � 1; h � 1; 1; :::; 1) �0i � for all � 2 �Y r

f(h; h� 1; 1; :::; 1); (h� 1; h� 1; 1; :::; 1)g ; i = 1; :::; k�
(h � 1; h; 1; :::; 1) �0j (h � 1; h � 1; 1; :::; 1) �0i  for all  2 �Y r

f(h� 1; h; 1; :::; 1); (h� 1; h� 1; 1; :::; 1)g ; j = k� + 1; :::; n� 1
(and k� as de�ned above),
(h; h; 1; :::; 1)) �n � for all � 2 �Y r f(h; h; 1; :::; 1)g,
is indeed a locally strictly unimodal pro�le hence belongs to SNX .
Notice that top(<) = top(<0) = �.
Now, observe that
fmaj

�
((h� 1; h� 1; 1; :::; 1); :::; (h� 1; h� 1; 1; :::; 1); (h; h; 1; :::; 1)) =

(h� 1; h� 1; 1; :::; 1) �+i
�+i (h; h; 1; :::; 1) = fmaj

�
(�), �+i 2 f<i;<0ig, i = 1; ::::; n � 1. Thus,

fmaj is manipulable by coalition f1; :::; n� 1g at both pro�les <N and
<0N .
It follows that fmaj

�
is not coalitionally strategy-proof on U�NX or

SNX , hence a fortiori it is not coalitionally strategy-proof on U
N
X �

U�NX [ SNX . �
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